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About This Game

Experience one war through two epic sagas where you will be a part of history or change it. Feel the power of the historically
authentic and decisive battles of the Pacific War. Relive some of the grandest and most critical naval battles of recent history

and for the first time, choose to lead your fleet to a completely different ending to the war. You will need intelligence and
expertise to plan your moves and constantly remain one step ahead of the enemy. With both strategy and action at your

command truly anticipate your opponent’s every move and turn the tide of war.

Features:

TWICE THE SIZE 
Lead the US and Japanese forces in two massive campaigns to relive or rewrite history with up to 28 missions to play
through!

MASTER YOUR FLEET 
Command and take direct control of over 100 authentic and prototype air, sea and undersea units including fighters,
bombers, kamikaze planes, cruisers, destroyers, aircraft carriers, submarines and lots more!!

NEW LEVEL OF REALISM 
Experience a new level of visual realism where the Pacific Ocean and its chains of islands truly come to life. Immerse
yourself in the action with the all new cockpit view.
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TAKE THE BATTLE ONLINE
Challenge your friends in 5 completely new and engaging multiplayer modes and take part in large online battles
featuring up to 100 units!!
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Title: Battlestations Pacific
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Eidos Studio Hungary
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 12 May, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP (admin rights required)/Microsoft Windows Vista (admin rights required)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3+GHz or AMD Athlon 2.5+GHz

Memory: 1GB (Windows XP) / 2GB (Windows Vista) system memory

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6 series 6800GT (or better) / ATI 1800XT (or better)

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free Space

Sound: Direct X 9.0c compatible sound card and drivers

English,French,German,Italian
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For a Seek and Find, this one was pretty stoopid. I get the whole be different kind of seek and find, but as a game show just
doesn't work for me. Uninstalled and perma banned.. not bad. not bad.. This charming game is a completionist's playground - it
has lots of collectables such as completing a museum, finding candies for a ghost, digging up truffles for a pig creature, and
more. The game is very rewarding for the type of player who pays attention to their surrounding, as you constantly have reasons
to return to older areas in order to use newly acquired powers to open new rooms and find treasure you weren't able to get
earlier. I noticed a couple of negative reviews referred to the puzzle rooms as padding and attempts to waste your time. Well, if
you think of puzzle solving as a waste of time then you probably shouldn't be playing this game. But if you enjoy puzzles, action
RPGs, retro graphics, a pleasant soundtrack and collectables, you will probably enjoy this game.. Very fun game, it can be a bit
odd on your first two games but once you understand the game you have a lot of fun with it.

So far, my only complaint is that if the devil cannot find the last player(s) while at the same time the last player(s) cannot find
the last item, it gets to be very long and boring.

Other than that it's insanely fun.

Introduced my friend to this game and first game we had I was the Devil, killing friends is fun.. Thanks for the game. The forest
made me feel like I'm in a movie. The city is less fun though. First off, i've been playing Supreme Ruler games since 2020, and
all Supreme ruler games are TIME CONSUMING if you have that "Dominate the world" mindset. I'll get right to the pros and
cons of the game

Pros
____
- VERY strategic, at times, actually difficult. (I think thats a good thing.)
- Military research tree has a lot of units
- Economic system is semi complex and polished out. (Nothing new if you've played the other SR games, though.)
- More options in Diplomacy tabs.
- Axis and Allied powers that CAN be shifted (Example: Russia became axis rather than ally, I succeeded in becoming an allied
power in the game as Japan)

Cons
____
- Clunky UI
- Lots of bugs
- If you don't have oil you are useless. (I have to spend about 5-6 months trading majority of my cash money on oil and get a
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HUGE stockpile (16 mil barrels or so.) just before i decide to go to war.
- Game AI is STUPID. You need to handle everything yourself, which can make you feel overwhelmed
- Your troops run out of fuel very easily, making them USELESS.
- Dont expect updates for this game.
- other countries always spam trade requests that usually suck for you. usually.
- Some countries are absolutely useless.
- Some Graphic cards make this game unplayable (Example :NVIDIA GEFORCE) they havent been able to play in 2020,
though i havent tested this in SR 1936, but i would expect the results to be the same so if you have a Geforce do some research
first.

ALL IN ALL 6.5\/10. Makes the original game much better. So it is worth the couple of bucks when on sale.. This game is
broken, unfair. and impossible to beat. Playtesting this game would show the glaring problems with is, such as the wall run
mechanic, especially in levels 1 and 9. Do not buy this.. Quite an interesting and fun game to play with your friends. An unique
playstyle and game mechanics set this one apart from your typical shooter:

-Ammo is infinite but slow reloads mean you better use it wisely
-Choose your own weapon: more challenging the kill, the higher are the rewards so picking the strongest weapon does not
directly make you the best player
-Keeping the streak up: bigger kill streaks add a multiplyer to your points, hence suicidal attacks are not always the best way to
go

Gameplay-wise, the game offers quite a bit of variety with its several maps, weapons and thanks to the things that I mentioned
before, is quite balanced overall. In fact, the most OP thing I have encountered are the expert bots in singleplayer. The controls
might take a little to get used to but that shouldn't be anything unheard of. In the end of the day, it is not a hardcore shooter but
more of a fun alternative to enjoy with your friends for a change. I approve!
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I dislike this game for one simple reason, my computer is way above the required specs six core 3.1 GHz but the lack of options
means it flickers like mad when I load it up, you better be glad I don't have photosensetive epilepsy or this would be alot worse
for both you and me.. This is a good ww2-theemed point and click adventure game. You play an SS officer who is trying to kill
Hitler. You go talk to german characters and try to find those that want to kill him and use your authority (and inventory) to
carry out your goal of killing him. The visuals are really good and it has ok animations and music. The voice acting is Russian-
level bad. A certain secretary namde Victoria is probably the worst voice actress in the history of gaming. I wanted to stab my
ears..... Anyway I still like the game and am looking forward for part 2. 8\/10. I bought it to get the Machiko hair and all i got
was the outfit, WTF?!. Short, but cool VR experience for free. ;). This is one of those two-dimensional puzzle games you can
find by the dozens here, a brain-teaser with neat abstract objects and increasing difficulty that keeps you busy for a few hours. It
has more features on the board than some of its competitors. Also, the whole presentation is aesthetically pleasing, and so I can
give the game a thumbs-up.

I do have a small problem with the advertisement though: This is not "the embodiment of relaxation" or "an unforgettable
journey", in fact it is not special at all. There are just some meditation-related buzzwords like "tranquility" and "zen" as well as
pseudo-literary texts (that are completely unrelated to the actual game) thrown in, and the very good sound design includes
soothing background music. You can achieve the exact same effect by playing one of the many other similar logic games and
run your favourite relaxation playlist in a separate app. Still, the ad tries to suggest to you that this game would be something
unique, selling you a feeling instead of a product in a quite transparent and pretentious manner. This does not mean that Quell
Zen was somehow worse - but it surely is not better than the others the way it claims to be. I felt that this needed to be said.. If
you jog in place and somewhat lean forward and really get into it (but also holding back to keep yourself in place) its awesome!.
This is the best route EVER! It gives you so much high detailed track with incredibly good trains and highly detailed stations. If
you like freight, high speed or slow trains this is the add on for you. And all this for \u00a35.99 and if there is a sale then for
just \u00a32.39. The only thing that i dont like about it is that the class 166 has a weak brake and slow start and that the route
doesnt have enough electric tracks so i cant use my high speed trains on it. Otherwise I give it 10\/10. I forgot about this one. It's
Zup Zero, the prequel as a sequel to a game of gimmicky platfomer ball blasting fun! Well not really fun. It's fun for 5 minutes.

Err... Did I mention achievements! Yes achievements! Oh how this game series has killed the achievements for me. I just really
don't care about achievements anymore, unless they are not pointless.

Why am I recommending this? I need to join Achievement Addicts Anonymous.... PLEASE MAKE MORE USA SCEANERY
LOVE AEROFLY BETTER THATN FSX
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